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What was observable during summer holiday this year and of concern, is how much time children at 
different age group, both gender have spent with electronic devices (e.g. television, mobile, video games and 
computers) Moreover, they choose and enjoy staying long hours facing screen than other physical activities.

Can we call this emerging phenomenon “electronics craving”? Somewhat like food or alcohol craving! in 
which the persistent intense desire of using different modalities of electronics can eventually lead to E- 
addiction that is associated with major negative consequences on children psychosocial, physical and mental 
wellbeing.

Although many studies were done exploring the effect of media and electronics on child Cognition, behavior 
and learning, no studies where found assessing electronics and media addiction in children and adolescents.

Since 1999 American academy of pediatrics discourage media usages in children at younger age as stated 
in their policy statement [1], however what was found is the screen time exposure increased as the child 
become older. Report by Rideout school-aged children and adolescents can spent around 7 -11 hours per 
day of different modalities of devices [2] 2015 Hale study examined the negative relation between screen 
exposure time and Various sleep problems [3].Other studies highlighted the positive and negative impact of 
Electronics on children.
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We live era of renewed technology and electronics with ultimate goal of having The maximum benefit of 
technology with minimum harm to human health at the same time. However, extensive researches should 
be conducted to find out about the safe use and exposure level of these devices, in addition to determine how 
to prevent and manage electronics craving and addiction in vulnerable populations.
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